How to get there:

Arrival by coach or car from north, south or east:
A3 to Bonn/Siegburg motorway intersection take A560 in the direction of Bonn as far as Sankt Augustin three-way junction take to A565 in the direction of Bonn/Koblenz as far as Bonn-Hardtberg/Rüttgen exit turn left after the exit and go downhill as far as the lights, there turn right (Provinzialstraße) and follow the road (Reichsstraße)
at the edge of suburb Rüttgen turn left into Rüttgener Str. follow the road to the first street coming in from the right turn right there and immediately right again at a sharp angle into Gudenauer Weg. Caution: speed limit 30 km/h follow Gudenauer Weg to Spreestraße intersection turn second left into Spreestraße at the end of Spreestraße turn left into Haager Weg after approx. 800 m the youth hostel is on your left

GPS coordinates:
N 50° 41’ 58.32” E 7° 5’ 29.91”

Arrival from Cologne:
At Kölner Ring take A555 as far as Bonn-Nord motorway intersection take A565 in the direction Bonn/Koblenz continue as under coach or car from the north, south or east

Arrival from the west:
A61 as far as Meckenheim motorway intersection change to A565 in the direction of Bonn/Koblenz as far as Bonn-Hardtberg/ Rüttgen exit turn right after the exit and go downhill as far as the lights, turn right at the lights (Provinzialstraße) and follow the road (Reichsstraße) continue as under coach or car from the north, south or east

Arrival by public transport:
Opposite the Main Railway Station is the Central Bus Station from here take bus no. 600 from platform A to Ippendorf and get off at "Jugendherberge" stop in direction of the traffic 15m right, after 50m on left hand

Arrival from Cologne-Bonn Airport:
From Terminal 2 take bus no. SB 60 to Bonn Main Railway Station (arriving at Bonn Central Bus Terminal ZOB) Travelling time: approx. 30 minutes continue as under "Arrival public transport"